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Welcome to Forest Heights School
We are pleased to welcome your family to another year of learning at Forest Heights School.

In its 58 year history, Forest Heights School has earned and enjoyed a reputation for excellence. This has
come about as a result of the natural abilities, hard work and effort of our students, the skills, expertise
and dedication of our staff, and the support and assistance of our parents and the community.

We hope that together we can help our students strive for and achieve excellence in all aspects of their
schooling. We plan on reaching this goal through emphasizing the key roles that are played by students
as learners, parents as partners, teachers as professionals, and the school as a community.

The purpose of this handbook is to provide you with basic information about school organization and
school policies and procedures. It is not intended, however, to replace the need for, or benefits of,
personal communication between us. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions about any
aspect of the school or your child’s/children’s programs please do not hesitate to contact us. Welcoming
and enhancing a strong partnership can assure us of success in the upcoming year. We invite your
participation and involvement as we work together to support your child/children as they “Reach for
New Heights”.

Our staff is looking forward to assisting you and your child/children throughout this important initial
phase of their learning journey, as we work together towards having a great year!

Principal’s Message
Welcome to the 2022-2023 school year. My name is Carmen Geissler and as the principal, I am honoured
to work with an excellent community of students, staff, parents and community at Forest Heights School.

The long-standing tradition of excellence at Forest Heights is well documented.  At Forest Heights School
we believe that educating our students is a collective responsibility, shared by students and their
families, school staff and the entire community. Through a collaborative approach, we will work together
in partnership, to maximize the potential of all students. We are committed to providing a positive
learning environment that will foster and support high academic and behavioural expectations,
capitalizing on the value of strong relationships.

As a school, we use SchoolZone as our primary mode of communication and we encourage our parents
to check SchoolZone daily to receive timely information.

I look forward to our time together, ensuring that all of our students learn at high levels as responsible,
productive and engaged citizens within the global community.

We look forward to working with you to ensure a terrific and rewarding school year.

Sincerely,

Carmen Geissler
Principal
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Forest Heights School Vision and Mission

At Forest Heights:
“We strive for HEIGHTS of excellence in all we do.”

“Wir streben nach den höchsten Leistungen in allem was wir tun.”

Vision

Success, one student at a time.

Mission
We will strive to empower every student to become a lifelong learner who is a responsible,
productive and engaged citizen within the global community.

Hours of Operation

Kindergarten:

Grades 1-6:
School yard supervision
Students assemble/arrival bell
Classes
Lunch Hour (Gr. 1-6)
Classes
Thursday Dismissal

Recesses and Breaks:
Morning recess
Lunch break
Afternoon recess

8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

8:15 a.m. – 8:30 a.m. (Students to designated doors)
8:30 a.m.
8:35 a.m. – 11:45 a.m.
11:45 p.m. – 12:35 p.m.
12:40 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. (Students to designated doors)
2:30 p.m.

10:10 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.
11:45 a.m. – 12:35 p.m.
2:15 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
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School Calendar Please refer to the on-line Division Calendar for more details.

August 30 Operational Day for Staff (no classes)

August 31 PD Day (no classes)

September 1 First Day of Classes

September 5 Labour Day (no classes)

September 30 National Day for Truth and Reconciliation

October 10 Thanksgiving Day (no classes)

October 21 and 24 PD Days (no classes)

November 11 Remembrance Day (no classes)

November 14 Teacher’s Day in Lieu (no classes)

November 15 Board Approved Non-Instructional Day (no classes)

December 23 Last day before Winter Break

December 26 to January 6 Winter Break (no classes)

January 9 First day after Winter Break

January 30 PD Day (no classes)

February 20 Family Day (no classes)

February 21 PD Day (no classes)

March 2 and 3 Teachers' Convention (no classes)

March 13 PD Day (no classes)

March 24 Last day before Spring Break

March 27 to 31 Spring Break (no classes)

April 3 First day after Spring Break

April 7 and 10 Good Friday and Easter Monday (no classes)

April 28 PD Day (no classes)

May 22 Victoria Day (no school)

May 23 Board Approved Non-Instructional Day (no classes)

May 24 Teacher’s Day In Lieu (no classes)

June 21 PD Day (no classes)

June 27 Last Day of Instruction

June 28 Last Day of Operation (no classes)
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Policies and procedures

Attendance check
In an effort to ensure the safety of your children, the school will conduct a daily attendance
check. Please call the school (and the YMCA daycare if applicable) at 780-466-0312 if your child
is going to be absent from or late to school. This line has an answering machine to take your
calls from 4:00 p.m. until 8:30 a.m. If a student is absent and we have no prior information
pertaining to this absence, the school messenger system will call home to ensure that your child
is safe and accounted for.

Regular Attendance—It’s the Law

Regular attendance is strongly linked to student academic success and a student’s sense of
belonging at school. The School Act reminds parents and students that students are
expected to attend school and be punctual every day.

Students are only considered to be excused from attending school if they must be away due
to:

● sickness or other unavoidable cause

● the day being recognized as a religious holiday by the religious denomination that the
child belongs to

● suspension or expulsion

● an exemption from compulsory attendance granted by the Board for a defined period
of time

Returning and Leaving the school when school is in operation.

We have a policy that all students need to check in with the office when they are leaving the
school early or arriving after the bell has gone (morning or afternoon).

Arriving after the bell - please come to the front of the school and ring the bell - the
Administrative Assistant will welcome and let the student in. The student is to come through
the office for attendance.

Leaving the school during operational hours - all students need to come to the office and let the
Administrative Assistant know that they are leaving and the reason for leaving so attendance
records may be adjusted.

Students should be using their established entrance and exit doors during the morning entrance
and dismissal bells.
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Bus transportation
Yellow bus service may be provided for students living in Terrace Heights (receiving school)
areas and for students in our German Bilingual program. Specific locations for pick ups will be
determined in late August by our Transportation Department and sent out on SchoolZone. If
you have any questions or concerns, please call us at the school. Just a reminder that late bus
notification and other information can be found at transportation.epsb.net.

Cold weather policy
When it is extremely cold; we use the equivalent temperature of -23 degrees Celsius (combined
temperature and wind chill factor to determine this) or raining very hard, regular recess will
occur indoors. Please ensure children are appropriately dressed for the weather so that they
will be comfortable when they are outside. If they are reluctant to dress warmly, include all
appropriate clothing in their knapsack because, as they realize we are committed to outdoor
recesses, they will then dress for the weather. Learn more about going to school in bad weather
at epsb.ca/schools/goingtoschool/health/badweather.

Consulting Services Team - Specialized Learning Supports Team
As well as curricular consultants for teacher support, Edmonton Public Schools provides services
from Reading Specialists, Psychologists and Social Workers. These people are excellent in
helping teachers and parents tailor an appropriate program for students. Teachers will contact
parents before referring students to the reading specialist or psychologist.

Forest Heights on the web and SchoolZone
For those families with Internet access you are invited to visit our website forestheights.epsb.ca.
Features include the School Handbook, Internet Links page, and the annual Calendar. Please
make sure that you are regularly checking SchoolZone to ensure you receive all the latest
updates regarding your child.

Emergency Preparedness drills
At Forest Heights School, we do our best to make sure our students and staff learn and work in a
safe environment. Emergency plans and practices
(epsb.ca/schools/goingtoschool/health/emergencies) are needed to ensure the safety of
students and staff in the event of an urgent situation. For example, evacuations are necessary in
the case of a fire, gas leak, chemical spill, bomb threat, structural damage, flooding, power or
utility failure, or an on-site threat. In addition, security alerts are needed for inclement weather,
such as tornadoes or severe snowstorms, in the case of an intruder, or due to an environmental
threat.

We practice both evacuation procedures and lockdowns to prepare staff and students to
respond quickly and appropriately in an emergency.
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Emergency plans
In the event of an emergency or other unusual circumstances, parents will be contacted using
SchoolZone or SchoolMessenger, an emergency message system. More information can be
found at epsb.ca/schools/goingtoschool/health/urgentmessagesystem.

Forest Heights School’s Emergency Plans are reviewed and updated annually. Copies of these
plans are available in the office.

Although our staff will be preparing students for these drills; kindergarten students do several
“simulated” drills prior to the actual drill while other students are reminded of the expectations,
some students can be upset by this experience. If you anticipate that your child will need
additional support please contact your child’s teacher so that we may work together to prepare
them. If you have any questions about these drills please do not hesitate to contact the school
office.

Field trips and resource persons
Field trips, author presentations, workshops and special fine arts performances are an integral
part of the curricular program; therefore, it is our hope that all students will participate in these
activities. Parents will be notified of all field trips prior to their occurrence. This notification will
indicate the purpose and requirements for the field trip and will include a permission slip to be
signed by a parent and returned to the teacher. Students must have a signed permission slip to
attend each field trip. Information will also include the name of the First Aid designated for that
trip, the fee for the field trip or special in-school activity will be stated. The number and cost of
field trips varies from class to class so each teacher will provide specific information related to
his/her class. No child will be refused the right to participate in these activities due to lack of
funds if the situation is brought to the attention of the principal. These fees are paid on
SchoolZone, Student Profile, Student Fees.

Please Note: Insurance coverage for students is a parental responsibility. Student insurance is
not provided by the school district.

Homework policy
Homework and home study is intended to reinforce curriculum concepts learned at school.
Occasionally homework may be sent home with these criteria in mind:

● Work a student did not complete at school

● A special project requiring more time

● Preparation for assessment tasks (quizzes, unit tests etc.)

It is strongly recommended that students keep track of daily homework or home study in a
student agenda, and/or SchoolZone. Students are encouraged to read on a nightly basis.

Illness
Please do not send an ill child to school. Normally, children who are too ill to go outside at
recess are too ill to be at school. In the event a child becomes ill after arriving at school, the
child will lie down in the medical room while we attempt to contact the parents so the child will
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be picked up and taken home.

Lunch program
The school District has made some changes to lunch-time supervision services.

All students who stay for lunch will need to:

● Register for lunch supervision using the form on SchoolZone.

● Pay lunch fees for supervision.

● Schools will set lunch fees using a standard formula

Lunch-time supervision is a service many families need. These changes should make the service
easier for families, especially when it comes to understanding how schools set fees. The rules
will also be consistent across all Edmonton Public Schools, so no matter which school your
children attend, processes will be the same.

Students who pay to take a yellow bus to their designated attendance area school (Terrace
Heights students in the Regular Program) or to a special needs program are exempt from lunch
fees. Schools will set lunch fees using a standard formula.

Most importantly, these changes still give us the flexibility to create a lunch-time supervision
service that works best for the needs of our school and our families.

Lunchroom fees include the cost of hiring lunchroom aides, cleaning and purchasing games and
treats on special days.  These fees are paid on SchoolZone, Student Profile, Student Fees

Peanut and nut aware school

We have several students who have severe allergies to peanuts and nuts in our school. Please
refrain from sending food that contains nuts—such as peanut butter or Nutella sandwiches.
While this might pose a minor inconvenience for some people, these products might mean the
difference between life and death for those with severe allergies. It is a collective responsibility
to ensure we provide a safe environment for everyone. If your child has any serious medical
concerns, please let our staff know so that we can have the appropriate measures and
procedures in place.

Healthy snacks and lunch

To encourage healthy nutrition, please avoid packing candy, chips, gum and sunflower seeds
(these can make a mess in the school).

Lunch program expectations

Please provide your child with:

● lunches that do not require microwaving or hot water

● lunch bags that are labelled with your child’s name and classroom number

● reusable containers or bags to help support our commitment of reducing garbage and
waste

● a plastic bag or containers for leftovers so you can see what your child is or isn’t eating
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Students are expected to:

● eat quietly at desks or tables

● remain seated and not leave the designated lunch without permission

● be respectful of each other and supervisors at all times (student behavior expectations
for the lunch program are the same as classroom expectations)

Students who go home for lunch

In an effort to ensure the safety of all of our students, we are asking the following. When
students are going home for lunch, they are to leave the school through the front door and
return from lunch through the front door as well.

We welcome all our students to have choice in their lunchtime experiences. Families can either
choose to go home for lunch and make arrangements with the school or stay at school using our
lunch-time supervision service. (e.g., lunch hour begins at 11:45 am and ends at 12:35 pm).
Attendance is taken at the beginning of each lunch hour to ensure student safety and clear
communication. If your child returns early on a consistent basis, please communicate with the
school office at 780-466-0312.

Medication policy
If a student must take oral medication during school hours and a parent or guardian cannot be
at the school to administer the medication, the medication must be administered in compliance
with Edmonton Public Schools’ regulation. If possible, parents should request long-lasting, time
release drugs from doctors and have doses scheduled before and after school hours.

When administering medication to students, we follow our District Administrative Regulation
HHCD.AR (epsb.ca/ourdistrict/policy/h/hhcd-ar). Parents must:

● complete an Authorization Form and Student Focused Medication Management Plan
(available in the office) to ensure that student medical information is complete and
accurate.

● deliver medications to the school in pharmacy-labelled containers.

Students with severe medical conditions, or those on prescribed medication which may affect
their performance or safety at school should notify the general office. A confidential record of
student medical conditions is kept on file in the office.

For safety reasons, all medications—with the exception of EpiPens and asthma inhalers—are
kept in a locked cabinet in the office. EpiPens and inhalers are to be clearly labelled and carried
at all times by students in a safe and readily available manner. The location of the medication
must be communicated to the classroom teacher. If desired, an extra EpiPen and/or inhaler may
be kept in the classroom.

Personal property
Each year our lost and found box overflows with perfectly good articles of clothing. Please help
the school and the students keep track of items by clearly labelling all personal property with
the student’s name. While students will often bring play items to school we remind you that the
school cannot be held liable for their damage or loss. Expensive items or items which have a
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sentimental value are best left at home.

Bicycles, Skateboards, Roller Blades and Hockey Sticks

▪ By law, all students riding their bikes to school are required to wear an approved bicycle
helmet.

▪ To ensure everyone’s safety, students are required to walk their bikes on school
property.

▪ Bike racks are provided at the school.  This area is out-of-bounds except when parking or
retrieving bikes.  All bikes must be locked.  Please provide a good quality lock to secure
your child’s bicycle.

▪ Skateboards, scooters, roller blades/skates, or hockey sticks are not permitted on school
grounds during school hours.

Please note: the school will not assume any responsibility for lost or stolen equipment.

Parking
In an effort to put safety over convenience, please:

● designated staff parking is restricted to staff vehicles only.
● Observe the “No Parking” signs around our school when dropping off or picking up your

child.
● Send your child to school when supervision is provided in the morning (8:15 a.m.)
● Insist that your child use the crosswalks on the way to and from school.
● Be aware that the staff parking lot and the bicycle rack area are out-of-bounds for

playing.
● Be aware that all students are expected to remain within the school grounds during

school hours.
● Pick your child up or expect her/him to leave the school grounds immediately after

dismissal, as there is no supervision. If you will be late, please notify the office to explain
your circumstances.

Positive behaviour plan
At Forest Heights School we are committed to providing a safe and caring environment which
will enhance the education of our students. We believe that students can and will make
acceptable and appropriate behaviour choices when they know what is expected of them, have
the positive support they need and are held accountable for the choices they make.

Positive behaviour practices
Our school district, in cooperation with its staff groups, is committed to creating a healthy,
respectful environment for students, staff members, trustees, parents, volunteers and
contractors.

We recognize the work of every person without discrimination. We are committed to working
toward the elimination of objectionable behaviour in our schools and workplaces, and to
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maintaining an environment that is respectful, safe, nurturing and positive for everyone.

Please help us achieve this goal by interacting in a manner which respects the dignity and value
of others. Forest Heights School’s Positive Behaviour Plan is aligned with the Edmonton Public
Schools Board Policy HG.BP - Student Behaviour and Conduct
(epsb.ca/ourdistrict/policy/h/hg-bp).

Review other Edmonton Public Schools policies and administrative regulations about:

● Safe, Caring and Respectful Learning Environments

○ epsb.ca/ourdistrict/policy/h/hf-bp

○ epsb.ca/ourdistrict/policy/h/hf-ar

● Student Suspension and Expulsion

○ epsb.ca/ourdistrict/policy/h/hgd-bp

○ epsb.ca/ourdistrict/policy/h/hf-ar

The staff of Forest Heights has adopted a school-wide discipline program based on the above
philosophy.  It is called the Positive Behaviour Plan. This program is based on a set of
expectations and consequences both school wide and in the classroom.  The methods staff will
use to resolve disputes are non-confrontational, supportive and ensures that appropriate
support is available for the student.  Please take the time to discuss Forest Heights School's
Positive Behaviour Plan with your child.

This school-wide approach to behaviour will:

1. encourage students to explain the situation

2. assist students in identifying their problem

3. assist students in solving the problem they created

4. allow students to keep their dignity

5. assist students in making more acceptable choices in the future by teaching problem
solving  strategies

6. recognize the efforts displayed by students to practice appropriate behaviours and
appropriate problem-solving strategies

Our behaviour procedures are based on the following beliefs:

1. Students are expected to follow clearly stated agreements established to ensure the
learning and well-being of all.

2. The majority of our students understand the need for rules and behave in an
appropriate and responsible way.

3. Staff, students, and parents share the responsibility for developing a positive,
cooperative and orderly school environment.

4. Actions taken by staff for unacceptable behaviour are aimed at holding students
accountable for their own actions and teaching them to solve problems in a positive and
constructive way.
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5. Should a student misbehave, students and parents have the right to explain, and to be
informed about the consequences of misbehavior.

The Consequences for Misbehaviour:

1. Unacceptable behaviour may be grounds for disciplinary action, and provides the
student with an opportunity for critical learning and reflection in the areas of personal
accountability and responsibility, the development of empathy, as well as
communication, conflict resolution, and social skills development

2. Consequences for unacceptable behaviour must take into account the student’s age,
maturity, individual circumstances, and frequency of misconduct. The specific
circumstances of the situation and of the student must be taken into account when
determining appropriate responses to unacceptable behaviour.

3. When a student engages in unacceptable behaviour, consequences may include, but are
not limited to:

● temporary assignment of a student to an alternate supervised area within the
school

● temporary assignment of a student to an alternate learning location
● short term removal of privileges
● interventions such as positive behaviour support, contracts, counselling,

restorative practices
● replacement or retribution for loss of or damage to property in-school or

out-of-school suspension;
● referral to Attendance Board

The School Act, Section 12 states:

A Student shall conduct himself or herself so as to reasonably comply with the following code of
conduct:

● Be diligent in pursuing the student’s studies;

● Attend school regularly and punctually

● Cooperate fully with everyone authorized by the board to provide education programs
and other services;

● Comply with the rules of the school;

● Account to the student’s teachers for the student’s conduct;

● Respect the rights of others.

Review the full policy at epsb.ca/ourdistrict/policy/h/hg-bp
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Bullying and conflict

Bullying is defined in the School Act as repeated and hostile or demeaning behaviour by an
individual in the school community where the behaviour is intended to cause harm, fear or
distress to one or more other individuals in the school community, including psychological harm
or harm to an individual’s reputation. Bullying also includes the distribution of an intimate
image of another person knowing that the person depicted in the image did not consent to the
distribution, or being reckless as to whether or not that person consented to the distribution.

Bullying can take different forms:

● physical (e.g., pushing, hitting)
● verbal (e.g., name-calling, threats)
● social (e.g., exclusion, rumours)
● electronic (e.g., using technology to harass or threaten)

Conflict occurs when there is a breakdown in relationships between individuals that results from
a disagreement or misunderstanding. While conflicts may require adult intervention, they are
considered to be a natural part of how students learn to navigate relationships.

All students are expected to refrain from, report and not tolerate bullying or bullying behaviour
directed toward others in the school, whether or not it occurs within the school building, during
the school day or by electronic means. Students are also expected to resolve conflict or seek
assistance to resolve conflict in a peaceful, safe, and non-threatening manner that is conducive
to learning and growth. School staff can help address conflict between students using strategies
that may include counselling, mediation, consequences and/or forms of restorative practice.

Principal message
The Principal Message is a bi-weekly message released to SchoolZone every other Friday. Its
purpose is to provide timely information, reminders and commentary of the week ending and
the week just ahead.

Reporting student progress
Progress of student achievement will be communicated several times throughout the year.
Progress reports will be sent out on SchoolZone.  Parent-Teacher and/or Student-Led
conferences will be scheduled before the first and second progress reports. Please make contact
with the classroom teacher if you need clarification on your child’s progress.  In all cases the
teacher should be your first contact. Please call the school and leave a message for the teacher
to call you back to make an appointment.

Please see the Assessment Plan on the Forest Heights School website or on SchoolZone for
further information.

Supervision
Outdoor supervision is provided by staff for fifteen (15) minutes before school in the morning,
at recess and after school until the buses leave. Supervision is also provided during the lunch
break by our lunch supervisors.
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School Council
The School Council’s purpose is to support and enhance student learning

Forest Heights’s School Council is an organization of parents/guardians and school leadership
which meets monthly to discuss and plan school activities and events. The School Council gives
parents/guardians a voice in the decision making that affects the school, and ultimately their
children. By being part of the discussion with the administration and fellow parents and
guardians, they are able to advise or give recommendations, from programming to how the
school spends money. 

All parents/guardians are welcome to attend School Council meetings. It is a great way to meet
other parents and to be active in your child’s school. Meeting dates vary throughout the school
year.  Watch SchoolZone for upcoming meetings and the link for the meeting.

Many of the school programs and services we have come to expect and enjoy are funded
entirely, or in part, by the School Council.

● School Council ● Home Reading Program
● Friends of Forest Heights Society ● Special Events Support
● Library Volunteers ● Hot Lunch
● Key Communicator ● Materials Preparation
● Field Trip Assistance ● Extra-curricular Activities/Clubs

ASSOCIATION FOR ENGLISH-GERMAN BILINGUAL EDUCATION (AEGBEE)

This Association was formed to support the German Bilingual program through fundraising and
recruitment activities.  The AEGBEE executive consists of elected volunteers from each of the
five program schools (Forest Heights Elementary, Rideau Park Elementary, Rio Terrace
Elementary, Allendale Junior High and Strathcona Composite High School).  All
parents/guardians who have children enrolled in the German Bilingual Program are
automatically members of the Association.  AEGBEE meets four times a year.  Notices and links
of upcoming meetings are posted regularly on SchoolZone.

Student Health
Capital Health works together with schools and community agencies to provide a range of
coordinated health and support services for school children and their families. Our common
goal is to build on the health and education potential of all students. Services include: vision,
hearing or dental screening, follow-up of medical conditions, immunizations, speech and
language services, rehabilitation services and emotional/behavioural support. If you have any
concerns about your child’s health, please talk to the principal or contact your school’s health
nurse @ 780-342-1534 (Bonnie Doon Public Health Centre).
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Volunteers
Field Trip Volunteers

Parent volunteers are often needed and required to assist on field trips. As Edmonton Public
Schools insurance coverage for volunteers on field trips does not include coverage for siblings
coming along on buses or at the field trip site, we regret that we cannot accommodate siblings.

School Volunteers

Another way to get involved is by volunteering your services to classrooms and the library. Our
staff is committed to volunteers, believes in their value and recognizes their service. If you
would like further information on how you can get involved, please contact the school office.
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EDMONTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
TRUSTEE FOR FOREST HEIGHTS SCHOOL

Ward D: Trustee Trisha Estabrooks

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Darrel Robertson

Edmonton Public Schools
Centre for Education

One Kingsway Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta

T5H 4G9

Telephone (780) 429-8000
Website www.epsb.ca
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